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Introduction

First of all, I must say it is an honor for me to return to this university after some years and to be
hosted  as  a  speaker  after  being  hosted  as  a  student.  Besides,  I  apologize  because I  am not  in
condition to offer you a well developed work on anything related to comics, as it is not a priority
subject-matter for me at the moment.

I studied Political Sciences, then fulfilled a Master degree in Practical Philosophy, and now I have
just begun to study a PhD program on philosophy of law; I  am a political  theory guy and my
doctoral thesis is about Thomas Hobbes and State theory, and therefore that is the type of approach
to comics I am going to propose you. 

Apart  from that,  I  have recently  joined a  small  publishing house,  La Oveja  Roja,  where  I  am
contributing to relaunch the publication of political  comics;  I  suppose that makes me a comics
publisher, but that is not the point of view from which I am going to speak. And, last but not least, I
have also tried to make some comics myself; I am a terrible drawer but I think I have some writing
skills… however, for the time being my efforts on that field have been small and the results have
been even smaller. Still, I suppose this makes me a comics author, but that won’t be my point of
view here either.

On the other hand, though, I think the kind of approach I can offer you today, and which is a sort of
summary of my academic reflections on comics, can be equally useful, or equally discussed if you
prefer, from either of those points of view: political theory, cultural analysis and artistic activity
(reading and making comics).  Some of the things I am going to say have already appeared on
publications I have made in Spain (the first one with a friend, Jacobo Ferrer; the other one alone),
and others belong to an unpublished article (again prepared with Jacobo Ferrer). Anyway, this is just
a work in progress, so I hope my talk will provoke some productive debate.

My talk is going to be organized as follows: first,  I  will  make some theoretical  remarks about
comics as an art form and as a cultural product, as well as about superheroes; then I will focus on
Superman: Red Son, which will work as a sort of example in order to illustrate or develop, my
initial remarks.

1. Some theoretical remarks on comics and superheroes

One of my main concerns is understanding the nature of comics. As an art form, i.e., as sequential
art,  they  are  a  very  old  form  of  artistic  expression.  Egyptian  hieroglyphs,  Mayan  sculpture,
Christian altarpieces… can be considered archaic comics. 

However, I think it is evident that the concept of comics, the development of artistic techniques and

1 These  are,  with  slight  modifications,  the  notes  I  used  during  my  presentation  at  the  seminar  organized  by
BUKOMIK at Bosphorus University in December 2016. The slide presentation I used can be downloaded here. I
take the opportunity to thank again this student club for their kind invitation. 
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resources, of comics vocabulary and of reading competencies, can’t be detached from modern-day
comics. 

And therefore can’t be detached from comics as a cultural product connected to mass culture and,
using  Walter  Benjamin’s  notion,  the  technological  reproducibility  of  art  works.  I  claim  the
development of comics as an art form is closely connected to modernity and can’t be detached from
the  way in  which  comics  have  turned into  a  cultural  commodity  for  mass  consumption.  Mass
society, mass  production,  mass  consumption,  mass  control...  is  a  precondition  of  the  awesome
development of comics as an art form we have witnessed during the last century or so. 

The concept of comics shouldn’t be detached from its historical context. I think any analysis of a 
concrete piece of this art must take into account its relation to mass society, i.e., to capitalism and 
the State.

That  is  the  point  of  view  I  adopted  when  I  decided  to  make  some  theoretical  reflections  on
superhero comics,  and concretely  on  Watchmen,  by Alan  Moore and David Gibbons,  which of
course is  not  a  conventional  superhero story. Still,  in  order  to  reflect  about  its  unconventional
character I had to say something about conventional superheroes, and that is the reflection I want to
present  here.  That  reflection  is  summarized  in  two  statements:  (1)  Superheroes  exist;  (2)  The
difference between a heroes an a superheroes is time.

When I say superheroes exist I don’t mean they have the same ontological condition as you and me.
They are real, though; they have a material existence in comic books, fan art, posters, films… They
exist in relation to us. They exist for us. They exist because we talk about them. If I say Batman is
Bruce Wayne, who lost her parents when he was a child, you know it’s true. If I say Tony Stark was
bitten by a radioactive spider, you know I am wrong. On the other hand, if I say you might see
Superman flying  if  you look through the  window, you know I  am lying,  but  if  I  say  Captain
America punched Hitler on the face, you know that is impossible… and that it actually happened.
How can we give account of such a wide range of truths and falsities, both absolute and partial?
One way to do so is assuming there are different realms of reality, and that one of them is our realm,
and then there are fiction realms, one of them belonging to superheroes. Keep this hypothesis in
mind, I will return to it later.

My other statement is that the difference between heroes and superheroes is time. Actually, there are
three different concepts we have to work with: classical heroes, modern heroes and superheroes.
Classical heroes have extraordinary powers, are somewhere between gods and mortals, they are
part of myths, of tales which reveal truth, they are protagonists of a plot which gives account of a
universal  law.  Modern  heroes,  on  the  other  hand,  are  normal  guys,  like  you  and  me,  facing
unforeseeable events, like we do; heroes become mundane, and so does the word itself,  as it is
applied to normal people who do outstanding deeds (save lives,  for example).  And what about
superheroes? You will agree with me they are “super-” heroes because they recover the godly aura
modern heroes have lost. But what does that godly aura depend on? It is not on superpowers, as
there are superheroes without superhuman skills… Batman, for example, is very intelligent, rich,
and has a wide collection of technological devices; none of those characteristics is above human
capacities. The godly aura of superheroes depends on the recovery of circular time, which creates a
contradictory situation because on the one hand they have to face unforeseeable events but, on the
other, superhero stories have a basic  structure which is  always repeated and lack any temporal
awareness (every day Superman wakes up in the morning is the same day). Of course this is valid
mainly for Golden, Silver and Bronze Age comics, and becomes more complex in recent times, but
still I think it is a good point of departure. 

Let’s come back to my reality realms hypothesis. I was saying there is one realm, our realm, where



superheroes exist as fiction characters. There is, then, another realm, where superheroes exist as
actual super-people. In our realm superheroes are a form of evasion, of daydream: we can fantasize
with  the  idea  of  being  stronger,  smarter, faster… and especially  more  courageous,  as  in  many
occasions  the  problems  we  bear  as  a  burden  are  not  objectively  unbeatable  but  subjectively
overwhelming.  In their realm, superheroes are always there; they don’t guarantee there is no evil,
but that any evil won’t last for long. 

Is  there  anything else  in  common between  their  realm an  ours?  Of course  there  is:  the  social
context. Superheroes exist in civilized societies, i.e., in societies with a high degree of individual
self-control and self-coercion, societies where violence is not a legitimate resource to solve daily
issues, societies where there is a State power which holds the monopole of violence. 

Neither in our realm nor in their realm they are really part of the State. They rather belong to what
we would call “civil society”, but still they work in favor of the State. Superheroes are, in both
realms, an order-enforcement device. 

In  our  realm,  they  are  part  of  an  ideology  (State)  apparatus  which  contributes  to  shape  our
perceptions of ourselves, of others, of social order, and of all sorts of social relations. They are an
ordinary  tool  of  domination,  although  with  this  I  don’t  mean  they  are  harmful,  or  politically
oppressive per se. 

In  their  realm,  on  the  other  hand,  they  are  extraordinary  law-enforcement  agents.  They  are
somewhere between classic  dictators and modern partisans.  Like dictators,  they are granted the
legitimacy to use their  extraordinary powers, without caring about the law, in order to confront
extraordinary circumstances. Like partisans, on the other hand, they are hidden among common
people, they are not part of the State, and they can even be fugitives, as inasmuch as their use of
force doesn’t take place under State shelter they are actually contesting State monopole of violence.
In general terms, however, superheroes are not a menace for State power and are not the target of
State repression; instead, they represent the incorporation of common citizens to the repressive State
apparatus. The State can be inefficient, but it is neither corrupt nor a menace.

The realm of  superheroes  is  not  a  utopia,  but  a  peculiar  ideal.  It  doesn’t  show something our
societies  should  become,  but  something  our  societies  should  be.  It  is  a  narcissistic  portrait  of
ourselves,   which  shows  us  (individuals  and society)  stronger,  nicer,  happier,  wealthier,  more
capable… than we are.

2. Superman: Red Son, plot summary

After what I have said, I can get into the analysis of the work I have chosen to discuss here with
you. As I said, it will provide me with examples to illustrate the remarks I was making, and will
even let me develop some ideas a little bit more. First, however, I will make a more or less detailed
summary of the plot (spoilers coming).

Superman:  Red  Son is  a  three-issue  comic  book  mini-series  written  by  Mark  Millar.  It  was
published in  2003,  as  part  of  the Elseworlds  collection.  The premise  of  the story is  that  baby
Superman’s spaceship lands in Ukraine and not in Kansas. Therefore, Superman becomes a Soviet
citizen. This has, as you will see, significant repercussions on other characters of Superman and DC
universe. 

In volume I, “Red Son Rising”, action takes place in 1953. Rumors of Superman’s existence are just
spreading all over the world. Lois Lane is Lex Luthor’s wife; Luthor is hired by the US Government
to find a way to give the US an equivalent to Soviet Superman, in a peculiar arms race. Superman



already proves to have a universal concern for mankind, saving people in Moscow’s underground
and  then  in  Metropolis.  Other  characters  appearing  in  this  volume  are  Wonder  Woman,  as
representative, along with her mother, of Themyscira, which wants to remain neutral in the Cold
War, and Pyotr Roslov, chief of NKVD who aspires to be Stalin’s heir but who is deeply resented
with Superman, who has become Stalin’s right hand and has replaced security forces in their task of
guaranteeing citizen safety. Roslov also gives account of a purge, and his story suggests the son of
two murdered citizens will become Batman. Stalin dies poisoned, and everybody expects Superman
to replace him, but he is reluctant. Luthor’s plan is reproducing Superman artificially, and therefore
the antagonist of this volume is Bizarro. Luthor sends Bizarro to attack the Soviet Union; Superman
and Bizarro fight against each other in London, and Superman convinces Bizarro the Soviet Union
is not a threat for the United Kingdom; Bizarro seems to understand he has been designed as a
weapon and immolates himself into the sun. Superman is determined to avoid succeeding Stalin, but
he finds his childhood love, Lana Lazarenko, waiting in a queue. She and other citizens complain
about scarcity. Superman realizes Soviet socialism is extremely defective and that he can make it
perfect if he assumes the political leadership of the Soviet Union.

In  volume  II,  “Red  Son  Ascendant”,  the  action  is  set  in  1978.  Through a  flashback  we learn
Brainiac has shrunk Stalingrad instead of Moscow, and the city is now preserved by Superman. In a
museum, some visitors are seeing a gallery of monsters created by Luthor, following the demands
of the US Government, in order to try to destabilize the Soviet Union. The guide who accompanies
these visitors also explains almost the whole world has joined the Soviet camp, and that only the US
and Chile remain confronted to communism; poverty, disease and ignorance have been eradicated,
and disobedience is “virtually eliminated” thanks to a device which washes dissidents’ brains and
turns them into obedient subjects. In this “perfect” world Batman is a rebel, a terrorist. Wonder
Woman has embraced communism; she collaborates with Superman saving innocent people, and at
the  same  time  as  she  serves  as  “International  Peace  Ambassador”  trying  to  convince  the  US
Government to change its stance. In this volume, Luthor fuels from outside Batman’s confrontation
with Superman, using Roslov as intermediary: Batman accepts the alliance with Roslov as a tactical
move,  warning  him that,  once  Superman  is  dead,  he  will  keep  on  fighting  against  the  Soviet
Government and will avenge his parents. Batman then takes Wonder Woman as hostage in order to
call  for  Superman’s attention,  and  uses  red  sun  lamps  to  deprive  Superman  from his  powers.
Wonder Woman sets herself free from her own rope, making a huge effort which deprives her from
her own powers, and breaks the lamps; Superman recovers his powers and Batman, who realizes his
defeat, detonates a bomb he has inside himself, revealing before his death that Roslov is the traitor.
New emulators of Batman appear, however, and Superman is upset: “I offered them utopia. But
they fought for the right to live in hell”. It is announced that Luthor’s next weapon will be related to
Green Lantern’s power ring.

In volume III, “Red Son Setting”, Superman is 63 years old, therefore we are in 1999. Everything is
perfectly  regulated  thanks  to  Superman’s superpowers  and  Brainiac’s planning  capacities  (yes,
Brainiac himself has been reprogrammed). Only the US remains out of the Soviet camp, an Brainiac
suggests that, given the circumstances, the terrible situation lived there, the most humane decision
would be invading the US and bringing them peace and prosperity; Superman discards the idea,
because his revolution has to remain bloodless. Something unexpected happens then because Lex
Luthor becomes President of the US, and makes use of his outstanding intelligence to match Soviet
life standards. Luthor is sure that his success will make Superman invade the US, as now it won’t
convert to communism running away from poverty and war, but he is ready: he has formed an army
of men using power rings as those of Green Lantern (Hal Jordan himself is a US soldier imprisoned
for a long time by the communists). Meanwhile, Lois Lane visits Wonder Woman in Themiscyra;
she has broken her relation with Superman and accepts to take Luthor’s side when he attacks the
Soviet Union. On the other hand, Brainiac convinces Superman to attack the US, but Luthor has
already  made  his  move;  he  appears  in  Superman’s  fortress  to  confront  him  directly.  Brainiac



interrupts  their  conversation  and  traps  Luthor  in  order  to  reprogram  his  mind.  Supeman  and
Brainiac launch their attack: Superman fights against the army of Green Lantern soldiers and then
against Wonder Woman and her fellows, meanwhile, Brainiac attacks the US. Superman arrives to
Washington DC and wants to evacuate it in order to prevent further human losses, but Lois Lane
confronts him and tells him she has a written message from Luthor; Superman makes use of his
super-vision to read it: “Why don’t you just put the whole world in a bottle, Superman?”. He then
realizes he has behaved exactly like Brainiac, who reveals he was never reprogrammed and attacks
Superman. Brainiac seems extremely powerful, but the power of Brainiac’s ship is unexpectedly cut
off by Luthor, who has managed to escape. Superman then defeats Brainiac, but triggers a self-
destruction mechanism of Brainiac’s ship; he takes it  away from Earth, seemingly dying in the
explosion. After Superman’s death, Luthor, as US President,  defeats the Soviet Union and soon
realizes Superman’s government plans were excellent, so he follows them; when he is 75 years old,
ordinary government  is  replaced by a  technocratic  government  formed by scientists,  artists  and
alike. Thanks to scientific developments life is prolonged and Luthor lives until the year 3000; with
occasion  of  his  funeral  it  is  revealed  that  Superman has  survived and adopted  a  new identity,
deciding to live among humans without trying to govern them; Lois Lane seems to recognize him
for an instant, but nothing happens. Then a dynasty of world geniuses descending from Luthor lasts
for one billion years, but one of them, Jor-L, is very worried about the big red sun, which is dying
and can destroy the planet… nobody pays attention to his warnings until it is too late, but he has a
plan: he will send his son, Kal-L, in a spaceship back to the past, the yellow sun of that time will
give him outstanding powers with which he will maybe be able to change the course of history. The
spaceship lands in Ukraine in 1938.

3. Superman: Red Son, comments and interpretation

As I said, what I want to show you is basically what I do with those theoretical remarks I introduced
at  the  beginning  when I  confront  them with  a  concrete  graphic  story. I  am not  aiming  to  be
exhaustive, but just to pay attention to a few issues I consider especially remarkable.

First  of  all,  the concept  of the “Elseworlds” collection  itself  is  viable  precisely  because of  the
peculiar temporal framework of superheroes. Their time is circular, they are timeless, and therefore
can be brought to any time anywhere. Neil Gaiman’s Marvel 1602 is a very good example of the
same sort of exercise, as it is Gotham by Gaslight (the first comic book of the Elseworlds series).
Therefore,  from a graphic point of view the most  remarkable characteristic  of this  work is  the
extraordinary effort made to create a “Super-Soviet” atmosphere (especially in public spaces) and to
imitate Soviet aesthetics (especially propaganda).

On the other hand, however, the fact that superheroes are timeless doesn’t mean they are ahistorical.
I do think they are conditioned by the social context they were initially thought to intervene in
(which  is  ours)  and  therefore  can’t  be  extrapolated  without  creating  significant  historical
disruptions. Although I bet such disruptions can be found in other extrapolation exercises, I also
acknowledge they can be harder to find than in the case of the work I am analyzing. 

I will talk about those disruptions but to do so I need to make a slight detour:

A priori, Red Son is a heavy ideological subversion of Superman and, in general, of the superhero
genre.  Not  because  Superman  is  turned  into  a  communist,  as  the  portrait  of  “communism”  is
extremely negative, but because superheroes don’t talk about politics. I mean, they do talk about
politics all the time, but normally they deny it; Superman here talks about politics and doesn’t deny
it.  It  is  a  wonderful  idea,  indeed:  Why  should  superheroes  avoid  fighting  against  poverty  or
starvation?  Why shouldn’t  they  prevent  police  abuse  or  corruption  plots?  Why shouldn’t  they
guarantee that democracy prevails? The problem is, of course, that our Soviet Superman doesn’t do



many of these things, and those things he actually does (eradicating poverty and disease) are not
presented as political achievements, which are always the result of a collective exercise of liberty
and deliberation, but as technical successes.

When I began I said the realm of superheroes is not a utopia, but a peculiar ideal. I said it doesn’t
show something our societies should become, but something our societies should be. The fact that a
Soviet Superman has been created seems to be a good argument against my claim. However, I think
it actually confirms it.

If  superheroes  were  compatible  with  utopias,  then  Superman’s  contribution  to  the  communist
revolution  should  have  been an essential  impulse  to  realize  the  communist  utopia.  Communist
utopia is the abolition of State and labor; however, in Superman’s Soviet camp the State is stronger
than never and Soviet citizens basically appear as workers. I don’t think this is casual, because as I
have said I think superheroes can’t be detached from the State logic within which they were born.

Therefore, what seemed to be a deliberate politicization of Superman actually is an unavoidable
depoliticization of the Soviet Union: the communist utopia disappears under Superman’s will to
control everything and under Brainiac’s hidden plan to manipulate our hero. Even more, internal
opposition to Soviet authorities is equally depoliticized, as nothing is elaborated about dissident’s
reasons;  they  are  a  formal  transposition  of  the  role  played  by antagonists  and  supervillains  in
normal superhero stories. In common superhero stories, supervillains usually don’t have very solid
reasons to do what they do (although of course there are remarkable exceptions, which actually
make “the bad guys” less bad), but in the case of Red Son we face a more difficult situation because
their reasons had to be political reasons in order to be good… and, you know, supervillains don’t
talk about politics either.

In accordance with what has been said up to now, one could say Millar made a huge mistake:
instead of providing some historicity to superheroes, he introduced superheroes in the real world
and deprived it of its historical complexity. What a shame! However, Millar actually did something
different, something very intelligent.

First of all, he gives us several clues to understand this is not a utopia, or a historical fiction, but a
ucrony. For example in the second volume we learn that John Fitzgerald Kennedy is the President
of the United States  in 1978, and that  Richard Nixon was assassinated in  1963. By itself,  this
strategy is already good enough, as Millar can respond to anybody complaining about his portrait of
the Soviet Union and the Cold War that he is not talking about our history but about a different
history.

But Millar does something else. Something that, in my opinion, reveals he is very aware of the
disruptions  superheroes  can  introduce  in  history.  He  turns  historical  linearity  into  historical
circularity, incurring in a time paradox: Jor-L sends his son to the past in order to try to create a
different future, but he can only make such decision if Superman does what he actually did, i.e.,
assuming power and being deceived by Brainiac. 

The lesson Superman learns from his experience, that he should rather live among men than govern
them, is a different way of expressing the idea that superheroes don’t talk about politics. They don’t
because, in fact, they are only capable of a very specific and unpleasant form of politics, which by
the way is  too similar  to the type of politics  we witness in nowadays’ world (a sort  of global
technocratic despotism). 

In this same sense, I think the mirror play established between Luthor, Superman and Brainiac is an
extraordinary  idea.  Luthor  appears  as ancestor  of  Superman,  and at  the same time Superman’s



government plans are finally adopted by Luthor; on the other hand, however, the truth is those were
Brainiac’s plans, and therefore should have been rejected not only by Superman but also by Luthor.
I think this mirror play is an excellent illustration of one of the main claims I have been making:
that the superhero genre entails a specific political mentality which does not belong to any of the
agents involved in superhero stories (public authorities, superheroes, supervillains…) but to all of
them at the same time, to the relations which bind them together.

Conclusion: a liberal solution?

Despite the interpretation I have defended, which takes Millar’s work as an opportunity to show the
ideological burden of the superhero genre, I have to acknowledge that there are reasons to argue
Millar  could  be  suggesting  us  a  “liberal  solution”  to  the  problem posed  by Superman’s tragic
exercise of political power (I say liberal as related to political liberalism, and not as a way to say
leftist). In order to explain this I must first underline the two most remarkable changes Superman
experiences in this story in comparison to his traditional characteristics: on the one hand, he doesn’t
have an alter ego; on the other, kryptonite doesn’t play any role in this story. 

It must be noted that Superman’s alter ego is Clark Kent, a journalist, a liberal professional who,
according to popular culture conceptions, plays in relation to social order a role more or less similar
to the one assigned to superheroes: journalists are not part of the State but of civil society, and yet
they defend social order and have the legitimacy to exercise their extraordinary power (the power to
influence on public opinion). Of course in the ucronic Soviet Union depicted by Millar the mere
idea of an independent  civil  society is  absurd,  and anyway a superhero who decides  to play a
political role can’t conceal his real condition, as such condition is precisely what turns him into an
attractive political leader. However, the lesson Superman learns in Millar’s story is that he must live
as  a  common  citizen,  i.e.,  he  must  create  an  alter  ego,  i.e.,  he  must  contribute  to  shape  an
independent civil society.

The other relevant absence, I said, is kryptonite. However, it is easy to note the physical evolution
of Superman from one volume to the next: colors become darker, his face seems tougher, his clothes
are increasingly martial…  that is  precisely the type of change of appearance which Superman
experiences when he is exposed to kryptonite. However, Superman is only exposed to State power,
which reinforces the idea that the problem is not what triggers his “evil” side, but the existence of
that “evil” side within himself.

As I was saying, I think these two elements could point to a “liberal solution” on the part of Millar.
Such liberal approach would affirm the problem is not the type of political conceptions embedded
in the superhero genre per se, but the rupture of political balance which takes place when agents go
beyond their natural competences: in Red Son, both Luthor and Superman step beyond their normal
functions and assume government competencies,  subjecting themselves,  without knowing so,  to
Brainiac’s plans; that is the lesson both Superman and Luthor’s descendants learn.

However, this  “liberal  solution” faces the same obstacle  as any other:  it  can’t survive the time
paradox Millar builds. If Superman doesn’t come to power, Luthor won’t do so either, and therefore
the future will be different, which means Superman will immediately cease to exist. I take Millar’s
bet for a paradoxical ending as a call to reflect about the reasons why we need superheroes, as a call
to have the courage to forget about them and to stop exchanging obedience for salvation. That is
why I think his work enables us to defend a radical questioning of what superheroes mean.
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